Printed MAterials Supplier Disclaimer
preferred printing suppliers
West Coast Canning has a list of preferred shrink sleeve and pressure sensitive label suppliers that
we work with in the process of producing cans for you. We have determined that the materials and
production processes of these suppliers ensure the optimal performance of the shrink sleeve or
pressure sensitive label once it arrives to WCC for application. These preferred suppliers are listed
below:

shrink sleeveS

pressure sensitive labelS

IMS
Ingenious PKGing

Summit Print

Please contact Matt Human (Matt.Human@westcoastcanning.com) if you are looking to get in touch
with one of our preferred suppliers and he would be happy to connect you.

Click to download
Shrink Sleeve Templates

Click to download
PSL Templates

Other printing suppliers
If you choose to use a supplier not on the lists provided above, we require the following specs to be
strictly adhered to so that we may try and apply shrink sleeves or pressure sensitive labels efficiently.
We can in no way guarantee that we are able to apply these sleeves or pressure sensitive labels, but
will be happy to run a small sample and determine their effectiveness from there. If we are forced to
run materials from another supplier due to time constraints, we will be charging additional fees for
production downtime should these materials not meet the specs listed overleaf.

Printed MAterials Supplier Disclaimer
Specs for Shrink Sleeves
50 Micron Pet G Film
Wind Direction #1 (Bottom off First)
Inner Core - 5”
Slip varnish applied to the inside of the sleeve
Max Outer Diameter: 16” (7200 sleeves per roll for 355ml cans/5500 sleeves per roll for 473ml cans)

Specs for Pressure Sensitive labels
Max Outer Diameter - 14”
Inner Core - 3”
Rewind Direction - #4 (left side off first)

*Please note that West Coast Canning assumes no responsibility for misprinted artwork or defective shrink sleeves or
pressure sensitive labels from any supplier. Printed materials arriving to WCC are assumed to have been proofed and
approved by the customer in the artwork development process with the print supplier. In the event of misprinted artwork
or defective print materials, you will be contacted by WCC for confirmation of next steps.
*Please note that if any changes are made to any re-ordered artwork (art changes, barcode updates), these must be
communicated to WCC staff before the application of printed materials to cans. It is assumed that, unless otherwise
communicated, re-ordered artwork is the same as the previous order and will be applied as such.
*Please note that West Coast Canning does not provide inventory updates unless your current shrink sleeve inventories
have gone below the re-order threshold based on your previous order history. We highly suggest that you keep your
own inventories of shrink sleeves and pressure sensitive labels for your records and to anticipate when you will need to
re-order based on your production forecasts. If you are ever wondering about shrink sleeve or pressure sensitive label
inventories, please contact Matt Human (matt.human@westcoastcanning.com)

